Welcome to Team Balder!

Below you will see a list of supplies that each class requires for the school year. You will also see a general list of supplies that will be used in multiple classes. Please have materials on the first day of school. Because of Covid-19, students must have their own supplies!

Supplies used for ALL Classes:
- pencils/erasers
- small handheld pencil sharpener
- pens- black, blue, and red
- several highlighters of different colors
- headphones
- scissors
- scotch tape
- several glue sticks
- markers
- colored pencils
- pencil pouch/box to contain all items

***Note: Please put first/last name on all school supplies

******************************************************************************

Science: Mrs. Abercrombie
- One durable (plastic preferred) 2 pocket folder

Math: Mrs. Lloyd
- One durable (plastic preferred) 2 pocket folder

English: Mrs. Vidal
- One durable (plastic preferred) 2 pocket folder

*Social Studies: Mr. Duerst (Non DLI students)
- Composition Notebook
- One durable (plastic preferred) 2 pocket folder

*Chinese DLI: Chang lao shi (Non Social Studies)
- Two notebooks any style
  ( one for Chinese class; one for Social Studies class )

*French DLI: Madame Andrews (Non Social Studies)
- One 2-subject spiral bound notebook with a plastic cover
- One durable (plastic preferred) 2 pocket folder

***Note: Please label all notebooks/folders with first/last name and subject
It is advisable to have one binder which contains all pocket folders to keep them organized